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Abstract
Skeletonization is a morphological operation that transforms an original object into a subset, which is called a ‘skeleton’.

Skeletonization has been intensively studied for decades and is a challenging issue especially for special target objects.

This paper proposes a novel approach to the skeletonization of text images based on stroke width detection. First, the pre-

liminary skeleton is detected by using a Canny edge detector with a Tensor Voting framework. Second, the preliminary

skeleton is smoothed, and junction points are connected by interpolation compensation. Experimental results show the

validity of the proposed approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Image skeletonization is a morphological image pro-

cessing operation that transforms a component of a digi-

tal image into a subset, called a ‘skeleton’, of the original

component. The skeleton usually emphasizes geometrical

and topological properties of the shape. It has been used

in several applications, such as computer vision, image

analysis, and digital image processing. 

Consider the binary digital character ‘H’ in Fig. 1.

Basically, it consists of three connected strokes (two

vertical and one horizontal). The topology, which is the

important information for object recognition, represents

how the three parts are connected. In such a situation, it

will be convenient if the thickness is reduced as much as

possible (to a skeleton), so that the topological analysis

becomes as simple as possible. For example, it would be

nice to represent the pattern above as a one-pixel thick

white pattern as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The processes or methods to accomplish this task are

called skeletonization or thinning techniques, and the

resulting patterns are usually referred to as skeletons. 

Nowadays, many graphic and vision applications, which

include character recognition, signature verification, and

fingerprint recognition, are required to represent and

understand the shape of a target object. The skeleton is

one kind of shape descriptor [1]. It is a compact, medial

structure that lies within a solid object [2]. A skeleton of

a 2D object consists of 1D elements (e.g., curve, straight

line); whereas the skeleton of a 3D object may consist of

both 1D and 2D elements (e.g., surface). A skeleton is a

lower dimensional object that essentially represents the

shape of its target object. Because a skeleton is simpler

than the original object, many operations can be performed

more efficiently on the skeleton than on the full object.

Skeletonization is divided into two main approaches:

iterative and non-iterative. In the iterative techniques, the

peeling contour process is iteratively conducted in a par-

allel or sequential manner; in the parallel way, the whole

unwanted pixels are erased after identifying the whole
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wanted pixels. Whereas in sequential techniques, the

unwanted pixels are removed in identifying the desired

pixels in each iteration as in [3]. Examples of pixel-based

techniques are thinning and distance transformation. These

techniques need to process every pixel in the image; this

can incur a long processing time, and leads to reduced

efficiency. In the non-iterative approach, the skeleton is

directly extracted without individually examining each

pixel, but these techniques are difficult to implement and

slow [4]. 

Some thinning methods suffer from common traditional

problems, such as the one pixel width of the skeleton and

skeleton connectivity. Besides, distortion in the topology

of the shape skeleton is a serious problem in thinning

applications [5]. Several techniques failed in preserving

the topologic shape [6, 7]. Spurious tails and rotating the

text shape are other serious problems that most thinning

methods failed to solve [6-8].

This paper presents a novel approach based on the

stroke width of a target object to extract its skeleton. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first time tensor vot-

ing and stroke width have been used in skeletonization.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

First, contour from the object is detected by using a

Canny edge detector [9] and then tensor voting [10] is

applied to estimate the normal vectors of edge pixels in

the previous step. Starting from each edge pixel and fol-

lowing its normal vector, its counterpart can be found at

the opposite edge. The starting edge pixels and their

counterparts form a set of strokes. From these strokes, we

have a set of their center points that make up preliminary

parts of the skeleton.

Second, we smooth the primary skeletons, and connect

them through the junction area, by finding the junction

points. The junction points are obtained by an interpola-

tion compensation technique.

A. Contour

The contour of the target object is extracted using a

Canny edge detector [9] (Fig. 3). 

B. Stroke Width

We define a stroke to be a contiguous part of an image

that forms a band of nearly constant width as depicted in

Fig. 4. We do not assume to know the actual width of the

stroke but rather recover it. In Fig. 4, p is a component

contour pixel (cp) that lies on the edge. Searching in the

direction of the gradient at p leads to finding q, the corre-

sponding pixel on the other side of the stroke. Pixels

along the ray form a stroke [11]. These pixels are called

stroke width pixels (sp). Candidate component pixels (ccp)

lie between the two edges but do not belong to strokes.

C. Normal Vectors of Edge Pixels

1) Using Gradient

In the gradient method, the normal vector of an edge

Fig. 1. A pattern consisting of three strokes.

Fig. 2. The skeleton is the thinnest representation of the
original pattern that preserves the topology.

Fig. 3. Contour from Canny.

Fig. 4. Stroke width computation.
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pixel can be approximated by considering only eight sur-

rounding pixels as in Eq. (1). Therefore, when the edge is

not smooth enough, i.e., it has staircase elements, normal

vectors would be computed incorrectly. Fig. 5(b) illus-

trates this situation. In this case, the gradient method is no

longer suitable for finding normal vectors. This paper

proposes to use a Tensor Voting based method to solve

this problem.

(1)

where, I is the grayscale image,  is the gradient in the

x-direction, and  is the gradient in the y-direction.

 2) Using Tensor Voting

The Tensor Voting based method estimates the normal

vector based on the pixels in a voting field. Pixels in

high-density areas of the voting field contribute more sig-

nificantly than others. 

First, edge pixels are extracted. Coordinates of these

edge pixels are input into the Tensor Voting framework

[10]. After the voting process, tangent vectors are obtained

from the stick tensor. The normal vector is roughly per-

pendicular to the tangent vector. Fig. 5(c) shows normal

vectors that are results from the tensor voting method. In

this situation, it is better than the gradient method. Com-

pared to Fig. 5(b), the normal vectors around curves are

well computed.

D. Preliminary Skeleton Extraction

Contour from the object is detected by using Canny

edge detector, and then tensor voting is applied to esti-

mate the normal vectors of edge pixels in the previous

step. Starting from each edge pixel and following its nor-

mal vector, its counterpart can be found at the opposite

∆I ∂I
∂x
-----, ∂I

∂y
-----=

∂I

∂x
-----

∂I

∂y
-----

Fig. 5. Normal vectors of edge pixels. (a) Text with rough edges,
(b) normal vectors by gradient methods, and (c) normal vectors
by tensor voting.

Fig. 6. (a) Stroke width distribution, (b) preliminary skeleton
extraction.
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edge. The starting edge pixels and their counterparts form

a set of strokes. Then we have the stroke width distribu-

tion. The weighted prevalent stroke width (WPSW) is

computed by Eq. (2).

(2)

where, uSWi represents one stroke width value in the dis-

tribution and pSW is the corresponding percent of that

value over the total.

For example, in Fig. 6(a), from the stroke width distri-

bution, we have uSW = {12.64, 13, 13.03, 13.15, 13.34,

14.14, 14.31, 15, 38.27, 39.39, 57, 57, 57.14, 57.21,

57.42, 57.55, 57.70, 75, 76, 76, 76.16, 76.23} and pSW =

{0.0043, 0.3013, 0.0087, 0.0043, 0.0043, 0.0043, 0.0043,

0.5065, 0.0043, 0.0043, 0.0131, 0.0043, 0.0262, 0.0087,

0.0043, 0.0043, 0.0043, 0.0043, 0.0698, 0.0043, 0.0043,

0.0043}. By applying Eq. (2), we have WPSW = 22.64; this

is the prevalent stroke width throughout the input image.

After that, only strokes that have width roughly equiv-

alent to the weighed prevalent stroke width are kept.

From these valid strokes, we have a set of their center

points that make up preliminary parts of the skeleton.

Since the proposed method starts from a contour of the

object, the existence of edge pixels is crucial for extract-

ing the target skeleton. In the cases of junctions or cross-

ing areas, some edges are missing so that the skeleton

cannot be extracted by examining the stroke width alone.

The reason is that as the distance between the starting

pixel in one edge and its counterpart in another edge

(they form a stroke) increase, stroke widths in these areas

are considerably larger than the stroke width that is prev-

alent over the entire image. Strokes in junction areas are

discarded because they exceed by far the weighed preva-

lent stroke width. In this paper, an interpolation compen-

sation technique is used to deal with this problem.

E. Interpolation Compensation

To find junction points that are missing from the pre-

liminary skeleton, we develop an interpolation technique

[12]. The key of this technique is to position the junction

skeleton points in the crossing area based on three detect-

able types of characteristic points: terminal point, divider

point, and corner point. The junction skeleton point can

be estimated in two ways: 1) it is the centroid of the poly-

gon, which is composed of the above three types of char-

acteristic points and 2) the position of the junction

skeleton point can be calculated by the least square

method with the characteristic points.

The corner points are detected by using Harris corner

detection [13] as above. The terminal point is the start or

end point of the preliminary skeleton. The divider point is

the intersection point between the stable and the unstable

contour segments. Along the gradient direction of the ter-

minal point (for example, points 11 and 13 in Fig. 7), the

divider points (points 10 and 12 in Fig. 7) can be easily

detected. They are illustrated in Fig. 7.

Algorithm 1. Preliminary Skeleton Extraction

Step 1. Find edge pixels in a grayscale image using the

Canny method.

Step 2. Estimate normal vectors of edge pixels using gra-

dient and tensor voting methods.

Step 3. Compute the weighted prevalent stroke width

using the stroke width calculation in Eq. (2).

Step 4. Get valid strokes, which have their ends as edge

pixels and width roughly equivalent to the weighted

prevalent stroke width.

Step 5. Extract center points of valid strokes using the

Euclidean distance.

WPSW uSWi*pSWi

n

i=1∑=

Algorithm 2. Interpolation Compensation

Step 1. Detect terminal points from the preliminary skel-

eton.

Step 2. Find divider points by following the gradient

(positive and negative) direction of each terminal

point. Along its corresponding unstable contour seg-

ment, another divider (or corner) point can be met.

Step 3. Group all characteristic points related to the ter-

minal point into a subgroup.

Step 4. Merge two subgroups that share some character-

istic points into a bigger group. Repeat this process

until all groups are stable.

Step 5. Estimate the centroid of each polygon that is

formed by each isolated group above.

Fig. 7. Interpolating a missing junction point.
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III. EXPERIMENT AND COMPARISON

In this section, highlight results of the proposed

method are presented and discussed. The algorithm is

tested on a variety of inputs—isolated letters, handwrit-

ten words, and finally, graphics and symbols, regarding

skeleton continuity, shape preservation, and a one-pixel-

wide skeleton. The goal is to verify if the performance

complies with the expectations. There are 106 images in

the dataset.

A. Experimental Results

As seen in Fig. 8, the proposed method preserves the

letter shapes. It does a good job of maintaining the origi-

nal connectivity in the output skeletons, which is essen-

tial for many applications.

B. Comparison

Table 1 shows sample results of the proposed approach

in comparison with methods mentioned in the Introduc-

tion section. 

Table 2 presents a comparison between the proposed

approach and other methods by quantitative evaluation.

The image reconstructed from the skeleton is compared

with the original image in terms of duplicated area, miss-

ing area, and error area (Fig. 9).
● Duplicated area: overlapped parts of reconstructed

image (from skeleton) and original image.
● Missing area: parts that exist in the original image,

but are missing in the reconstructed image.
● Error area: parts that exist in the reconstructed image,

but are missing in the original image.

In our work, β2 is set to 1. This is also known as the

F1-measure with recall and precision being evenly weighted.

Step 6. Connect terminal points in each group with the

newly found centroid of that group.

Precision
Duplicated area

Duplicated area Mis g areasin+
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------=

Recall
Duplicated area

Duplicated area Error area+
--------------------------------------------------------------------------=

F measure–
1 β

2

+( ) Precision Recall×( )

β
2

Precision Recall+( )
-------------------------------------------------------------------=

Fig. 8. Some experimental results.

Table 1. Results from the methods discussed

Method

Image

Distance 

transform

-based

Voronoi 

diagram

-based

Blum 

(Matlab 

function)

Proposed 

method

Table 2. Comparison with benchmarks

Method Precision Recall F-measure

Blum [14] 97.82 75.31 85.10

Distance transform-based [15] 98.73 72.81 83.81

Voronoi diagram-based [16] 90.03 82.97 86.35

Proposed method 85.34 86.25 85.79

Fig. 9. Evaluation method. (a) Original image, (b) skeleton, (c)
reconstructed image, (d) duplicated area, (e) missing area, and
(f ) error area.
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C. Strengths and Weakness

The proposed method has the following strengths:
● It extracts skeletons without spurs or undesirable

branches (Fig. 10).
● It is non-iterative and works even when the edge is

not smooth enough, i.e., it has staircase elements.
● It is tailored for printed characters, where the stroke

width is consistent.
● It is a grayscale skeletonization algorithm that can

solve the problem of shape distortion by binarization

(as seen in Fig. 11).

It also has the existing weaknesses (Fig. 12):
● It is a 2D skeletonization method.
● It is sensitive to the stroke width of the target object.
● It fails to produce desirable results in cases of com-

plex shapes.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a novel approach based on the

stroke width of a target object to extract its skeleton.

First, we detect the contour from the object and use nor-

mal vectors, which are estimated by a Tensor Voting

based technique to extract strokes between edge pixels.

From these strokes, we have a set of their center points

that make up preliminary parts of the skeleton. Second,

we smooth the primary skeletons and connect them

through junction areas by finding the junction points. The

junction points are obtained by an interpolation compen-

sation technique. The experimental result proves that ten-

sor voting and stroke width can be used to extract the

skeletons of 2D objects. For the purpose of extracting

skeletons to reconstruct the original image, the perfor-

mance of the proposed method can be matched with popular

skeletionization methods. In future research, the accuracy

for complex shape objects needs to be improved.
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